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Message from the Guest Editors

This Special Issue aims to publish manuscripts on the
dynamics of biological living standards and nutritional
health in human populations in social and economic
transition. We welcome the submission of manuscripts that
explore the short- and long-term effects of the environment
on biological well-being, using the main anthropometric
indicators by generational cohorts. The goal is to cover
aspects of height and body mass evolution at different
stages of the life cycle, mainly on the basis of data from
children and adolescents from both the remote and recent
past. Analyses of the social height gap and rural–urban and
intra-urban differences in biological well-being are of
special interest. Studies that analyze the impact of
nutritional crises and of the prevalence of malnutrition on
the evolution of stature and other anthropometric or
physiological variables are welcome. Likewise,
comparative studies of countries, regions, social classes,
and different socioeconomic circumstances are of interest.
We encourage research papers in disciplines such as
anthropology, public health, history, economics, and
sociology.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Paul B. Tchounwou
Department of Biology, College
of Science, Engineering and
Technology, Jackson State
University, 1400 Lynch Street, Box
18750, Jackson, MS 39217, USA

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Addressing the environmental and public health
challenges requires engagement and collaboration among
clinicians and public health researchers. Discovery and
advances in this  research field play a critical role in
providing a scientific basis for decision-making toward
control and prevention of human diseases, especially the
illnesses that are induced from environmental exposure to
health hazards. IJERPH provides a forum for discussion of
discoveries and knowledge in these multidisciplinary fields.
Please consider publishing your research in this high
quality, peer-reviewed, open access journal.
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Author Benefits

Open Access: free for readers, with article processing charges (APC) paid by authors or
their institutions.
High Visibility: indexed by the Science Citation Index Expanded (Web of Science), Social
Sciences Citation Index (Web of Science), MEDLINE (PubMed), Scopus (Elsevier) and
other databases. Full-text available in PubMed Central.
Rapid Publication: manuscripts are peer-reviewed and a first decision provided to
authors approximately 17.6 days after submission; acceptance to publication is
undertaken in 2.9 days (median values for papers published in this journal in the second
half of 2019).
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